Leadership Challenge
Siegfried Liturgical Music Director
AKA
Siggy Band Leader
My role
Challenges

- Filling in big shoes
- Confidence
- Taking input and suggestions
  - Making room for it
- Focusing on important part of rehearsal
  - Intros
  - Transitions
- Uniting the music with the mass
- Tempo for singing
Leadership Style

Pace Setting

Work on: Visionary

Democratic
Learning

- What is the purpose of music at mass?
- Choosing songs
- Focus of the performance?
- Allowing creativity - Praise
- Shoutouts
Feedback

- From band member...

“Bit too flexible. I'd like to see him plant his feet on some occasions and stand his ground for what he wants instead of bending to the force of the crowd.”
What’s next?

- New, simple songs
- Strong choir for verses
- Meetings with more band members
- More artistic thought behind presentation of songs
Questions?

Thank you! :}